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The LEP era

(a story starting in the summer of 1990)



The interest in LEP precision

1. See the “genuine” ElectroWeak loops

2. Constrain the SM parameters

3. See early indirect signs of BSM physics

mt,mH



The ante-LEP knowledge
Experiments:

Theory:
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⇒ at summer conferences in 1989:

(including the very fresh                           by SLC)mZ = 91.17± 0.18 GeV

within few %� � � 1, sin2 �W � 0.22



The observables at the Z-pole
Assuming quark-lepton and flavour universality,

Altarelli, B 1990

 3 effective observables only

Altarelli, B, Jadach 1991

+1 including flavour breaking in Z � bb̄

(Peskin, Takeuchi 1990)



Altarelli, B, Jadach 1991

 predicted in the SM�i(mt,mH)

mH = 50÷ 1000 GeV

plot by Guido



Altarelli, B, Jadach

From LEP data in 1991-1993

SM 1991 light SUSY 1993
Altarelli, B, Caravaglios

plots by Guido



La Thuile, April 1994

plot by Guido



La Thuile, April 1994

plot by Guido

pure SM fit

compared with in the first CDF paper 
that appeared in PRD in Sept 1994



Currently
�SM
1 = 5.21 · 10�3, �SM

3 = 5.28 · 10�3
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Ciuchini et al, 2013



The epsilon-parameters constraining the scale
f of a composite Higgs boson picture

(from a stop-sbottom                                         )
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Higgs precision EWPTEWPT



LEP precision with effective operators

B, Strumia 2000

95% lower bounds on   /TeV on one operator at a time�

deBlas et al 2014

(often discussed with Guido)



 The SM as an emerging iceberg

What there is under the water?
(out of a conversation with Lawrence Hall)



BSM in the multi TeV region...



BSM in the multi TeV region...

... or the SM extended up to E >> TeVs?



Guido was a wise man 
who had a strong influence 
on particle physics at large 

and in particular at CERN and in Italy

A kind of “older brother” for me,
in spite of having about the same age


